The paper by Lucas et al. ([@B2]) reports a very thorough assessment of the encoding of own- and other-race faces. This appears to be the first study assessing if and how the deficit in recognizing other-race faces is related to difficulties in facial encoding, as reflected in the Dm (*D*ifference dependent on subsequent *m*emory performance) ERP component. The study is in the tradition of Paller\'s seminal work on the Dm (Paller et al., [@B4], [@B5]; Paller, [@B3]) as well as Sommer\'s early research on the Dm in face encoding (Sommer et al., [@B9], [@B7], [@B8]). The paper by Lucas et al. ([@B2]) is broadly in line with a framework in which the degree of individuation at encoding is critical for successful subsequent recognition of a face. A distinctive feature of this paper is that, even though ERPs were collected and reported for Caucasian participants only, further behavioral work nicely demonstrates a fully crossed pattern of the own-race bias in memory for the stimuli used. Although it is not possible to directly correlate individual own-race bias to ERP parameters in the sample tested, this behavioral work demonstrates the validity of the general procedure.

Understanding the mechanisms mediating impaired memory for people from other groups is of significant importance, and such effects have been variously explained by either insufficient perceptual expertise of other-race faces, or by socio-cognitive factors by which social categorization into a group of people other than the observer\'s own leads to different processing and insufficient individual processing of the face in particular (Bernstein et al., [@B1]; Rhodes et al., [@B6]). In this commentary we would like to briefly discuss current ERP research on the other race effect in face recognition, and to relate this to similar recent research on the potentially related phenomenon of the so-called other-age effect.

The other-age effect (or own-age bias) refers to the observation that participants are often better to recognize faces of their own-age group. In the first ERP study on this effect (Wiese et al., [@B12]), a strong other-age effect was observed for young participants, in that their memory performance for memorized young faces was substantially better compared to old faces. By contrast, elderly participants showed no significant other-age effect. Although the Dm was not studied in that paper, the authors noted that a number of ERP components appeared related to the own-age bias in young participants. First, young participants exhibited larger occipitotemporal P2 responses to young than old faces. Intriguingly, the P2 was also shown to be sensitive to a participant\'s expertise with race of a face, both in other studies from our lab (Stahl et al., [@B10], [@B11]) and in Lucas et al. ([@B2])'s paper. In the study by Wiese et al. ([@B12]), the right occipitotemporal N250 and a subsequent parietal old/new effect recorded during the test phase also appeared to be sensitive to the own-age bias in face recognition. These two ERP components were thought to reflect facilitated access to perceptual representations and enhanced episodic retrieval, respectively, for faces from our young participants' own-age group.

We note that the similar patterns of earlier occipitotemporal (P2, N250) ERPs in particular could provide initial neurophysiological support for the idea that the own-race bias and the own-age bias in face recognition are mediated by the same, or at least very similar mechanisms. We believe that studies are needed that more directly compare the own-age and own-race bias in the same experiment, and that assess the Dm component in addition to the "standard" study and test phase ERPs. This should further elucidate the degree to which those powerful determinants of face memory are based on similar underlying mechanisms of perceptual encoding.
